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Wisconsin Supper Clubs: Another Round, a sequel to author/photographer Ron Faiola's wildly

popular first book on the topic (now in its sixth printing), gives readers a peek inside 50 additional

clubs from across the Badger State.Traveling from the Northwoods to Beloit, Faiola documents

some of the most exceptional and long-lived restaurants that embrace the decades-old supper club

tradition. These are largely family-owned establishments that believe in old-fashioned hospitality,

slow-paced dining, and good scratch cooking.In this guide, readers will find interviews with supper

club proprietors and customers as well as a bounty of photographs of classic dishes, club interiors,

and other scenes from FaiolaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s extensive travels.Despite the chain restaurants that

continue to dominate the culinary landscape, supper clubs across the Midwest are thriving today in

many of the same ways as they have for the past 80 years. The term "supper club" has even been

borrowed recently by the burgeoning underground restaurant scene, which champions an

upscale-yet-communal dining experience similar to that offered by traditional supper

clubs.Wisconsin Supper Clubs: Another Round is a new, intimate look at this unique American

tradition, one that invites supper club enthusiasts and newcomers alike to enjoy a second helping of

everything that made Wisconsin Supper Clubs such a hit.

Praise for Ron Faiola's WISCONSIN SUPPER CLUBS: AN OLD-FASHIONED EXPERIENCE:"A

glorious look at a Wisconsin tradition, Wisconsin Supper Clubs: An Old-Fashioned Experience [is] a

glossy 225-page book that just might make your mouth water." &#151;William Hagemen, Chicago

Tribune"Ron Faiola is passionate about food. He is the author of Wisconsin Supper Clubs: An

Old-Fashioned Experience, a coffee table book chronicling the unique Wisconsin tradition of the

supper club.... Faiola put 5,000 miles on his car traveling to every corner of the state to capture the

timeless charm of the supper club." &#151;BizTimes Milwaukee&#147;Prime rib, Friday night fish

frys, and relish trays are the stuff of legend in Wisconsin. . . . But the supper club is a relic, so

[author Ron Faiola] is hoping to bring them back into fashion. . . [Wisconsin Supper Clubs]

documents 50 of the states most enduring time capsules.Ã¢â‚¬Â• &#151;Steve Dolinsky, ABC 7

News, Chicago"Different than other travel guides, Wisconsin Supper Clubs doesn't offer star ratings

or dollar signs indicating how much a meal costs, but it does serve up a travel diary, which will be

heartwarming to those who appreciate the nostalgia and comfort evoked by these establishments.

The book. . . invites Wisconsin travelers to thumb though to see what supper club might be hiding in

the next town, ready to welcome you with a smile and delicious food." &#151;The Christian Science



Monitor&#147;A beautiful book. . . you read this book and not only does your mouth start watering,

but you start thinking kind of expansively [about] weekend getaway opportunities. . . . I heartily

endorse it.Ã¢â‚¬Â• &#151;Bill Moller, WGN Radio"State foodies appear to have found a holy grail in

Ron Faiola's Wisconsin Supper Clubs. . . . They tote their dining bible into the restaurants, asking

staff to sign their copies and snapping pictures with the owners." &#151;Marcia Nelesen, The

Gazette (Janesville, WI)"Faiola went to [great lengths to] get the right shots for his coffee-table

book, Wisconsin Supper Clubs: An Old-Fashioned Experience. He spent 10 weeks on the road last

year, traversing the state to visit dozens upon dozens of the state's emblematic restaurants."

&#151;Carol Deptolla, Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel"Wisconsin Supper Clubs: An Old-Fashioned

Experience is a mouthwatering tour of rarefied restaurants from another era that has me thinking of

excursions northward." &#151;Peter Exley, Chicago Reader"Wisconsin-native Ron Faiola recently

released a book&#151;Wisconsin Supper Clubs: An Old-Fashioned Experience&#151;which

showcases some of the finest supper clubs in the state and shows why supper clubs are such a big

part of Wisconsin's food culture." &#151;State Senator Tom Tiffany, WisconsinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s 12th

Senate District"FaiolaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s book goes behind the scenes at 50 Dairy State restaurants,

offering photos, stories, and his take on each of the clubs." &#151;Wisconsin State Journal"[Faiola]

traveled across Wisconsin and profiled 50 Supper Clubs. . . hallmarks include brandy Old

Fashioneds, Friday night fish fry, prime rib, relish trays, lake views, taxidermy, glowing vintage beer

lights, Packers paraphernalia, and more." &#151;Paula Forbes, Eater.com, National page

Ron Faiola is an author and filmmaker who has produced and directed numerous critically

acclaimed documentaries. He is the president and founder of Push Button Gadget Inc., which has

been specializing in audio visual and business theater production for nearly 20 years. He is the

author of Wisconsin Supper Clubs and Wisconsin Supper Clubs: Another Round, both published by

Agate Midway. He lives in Milwaukee.
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